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Learning Programme  
We welcome schools and families 
throughout the year to engage in  
free creative activities inspired by  
our collection and exhibitions.

Contact us  
learning@bl.uk
T +44 (0)207 412 7797
www.bl.uk/learning

Follow us on Twitter
  @BL_Learning

From the spoken word, to the written word, to objects 
and symbols, and even cinema, there are always 
stories to be told and ideas to be shared. And now  
we have new and different ways of sharing them. 

If you had a story to tell, where would you like to see it or hear  
it told? Think as big or as small as you like. You can make a list,  
or if drawing’s more your thing, show us!

Last Stop:    Story Now

Answers: More than 1000 languages / A Kora / 6 gold-weights / Animals in each 
gold-weight: two-headed crocodile, crocodile, two fish, two leopards, snake and bird

West Africa Trail was writtern by  
writer/performer Jacob Sam-La Rose

The family programme is generously 
supported by John Lyon’s Charity.



Welcome to the British Library! We’re about to  
go on a journey. A whirlwind tour of West Africa… 

When we talk about West Africa, we’re referring  
to a part of Africa made up of 17 different  
countries, filled with more than 340 million people. 
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Through our journey, we will be on the lookout 
for the ways that people in West African countries 
communicate ideas, stories, secrets and beliefs.

How do you communicate?

..................................................................................................

..................................................................................................

How many different languages do you know? 

..................................................................................................

..................................................................................................

How many different languages can you think of?

..................................................................................................

..................................................................................................

..................................................................................................

How many different languages do you think we might find  
in West Africa? (Check your answers on the back page)

   Less than 100    100–300         300–500

   500–1000     More than 1000

Background image: An early engraving of Timbuktu made by René Caillié, 
the first ever European to reach the city and return, in 1830.



Sunjata Keita was a great West African leader in the 
13th-century who understood the power that stories 
have to bring people together. 
  
The story of how Sunjata became a powerful leader  
is filled with magic, adventure and heroic events.  
It is a story that storytellers have passed down 
through the ages. 

If you could give Sunjata’s story a fantastic title,  
what would you call it?
 
..................................................................................................

..................................................................................................

Can you find the instrument griots use to help them tell their 
stories? What is it called?

   Piano         Violin         Kora         Trombone

First Stop:     Building

A griot 
(say ‘gree-oh’) is the kind of storyteller who might tell Sunjata’s  story. Griots help to keep stories alive.

From Ifa to Islam and Christianity, a range of 
different religious beliefs are represented throughout 
West Africa. 

There are many different ways of expressing and 
sharing beliefs: through the written and spoken word, 
and even through objects, like Bwa or Gelede masks.

Can you find a Bwa or Gelede mask in this section? 

Draw one here: 

Second Stop:   Spirit

Image: Griot ou Guewel (seated 
Griot) postcard by Edmond Fortier, 
Senegal, c. 1904. Courtesy of 
Daniela Moreau/Acervo África/
São Paulo-Brazil. Digitisation  
by Jorge Bastos



There have always been links between West Africa 
and the world beyond.

Traders, travellers and explorers travelled into and 
out of Africa for centuries. But in the 15th-century, 
European traders started to take people away from 
their homes and shipped them across the Atlantic  
as enslaved people. More than 12 million people 
were taken to new, difficult lives, with little  
or no control over their own futures. 

Can you find an image of Olaudah Equiano?  
Why is he an important historical figure? 

..................................................................................................

Wherever they went, Africans took their stories  
and ideas with them. Sometimes they had to  
find new ways of expressing those stories. 
 
Can you find the items below? 

   A Carnival Costume      A Banjo

   An Akonting                 A Gumbe Drum

Third Stop:   Crossings

Stories and ideas are everywhere! And not just in 
words. Every object has something to say. Africa  
is known as a continent of the voice, but sometimes 
objects and symbols are used to speak. 

How many Asante gold-weights can you find in this section? 
  

                                        

Can you name the animals in each gold-weight? 

..................................................................................................

..................................................................................................

..................................................................................................

Can you draw your own gold-weight?  
What animal or object might your gold-weight have in it?  

Fourth Stop:   Speaking Out

Asante gold-weights represent sayings or important ideas. 

The stories  
of the experiences of enslaved Africans, like Olaudah Equiano,  
helped to end the  

slave trade. 

A portrait of Olaudah Equiano (detail).
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Gold-weight in the shape of a two headed crocodile (Ghana),  
18th – 20th century, courtesy of the British Museum.




